
TARGET  YOUR   DOCUMENTS
Employers want to quickly see your match to their requirements (they review hundreds of
resumes and cover letters), so invest the time in customizing documents to each posting.

TARGETING TECHNIQUES

Use the key words In the job description as much as you can to pass the 80+ percent key-word
match algorithms, and bullet specific, relevant accomplishments:

Job description: Experience with blended instructional design  
Your Accomplishment: Three plus years of blended instructional design, assessing
needs and partnering with subject matter experts

Example:  

Create a specific, relevant accomplishment statement using the  key words form the job
description:

Prioritize and edit your accomplishments most relevant to the job.

Xxx xxxxxxxxx xxx xx xxxxxxxx  xxx. 
Xxxxx xxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxx  xxx. 
Managed three simultaneous projects.

Successfully managed three
simultaneous technical projects.
Xxxxxx xxxxx xx xxxxx xxx xxxxxxxxxxx 
Xxxxx xxxxxxx xx xxx xxxxxxxx xxxxxxx.

Your current bullets in an Experience item:

After targeting:

Example:
(A top job posting requirement): 
Experience managing multiple technical
projects.

What are your most relevant accomplishments to prioritize for this posting?



Create accomplishment bullet points showcasing required nontechnical skills

Promoted teamwork in a fast-paced environment by providing individualized and
frequent coaching of team members.
Facilitated consensus approach that led to team resolution.

Examples: 

Consider a bolded summary line at the top of your resume that defines your match (especially
if it isn’t directly correlated to your degree). This can frame your match, as shown by the
following examples of advanced-degree students applying to positions they qualify for
indirectly, through their research or other experience:

PhD Sociologist with 4 years’ statistical analysis and programming experience
MA Philosophy with 2 years’ creating marketing strategy and materials for a
nonprofit
Physicist with 5 years’ electrical engineering research experience
Ed D with 3 years’ experience designing inclusive curriculum

Examples: 

Define yourself for this position, and draft summary lines for other types of positions that
interest you:

Showcase nontechnical skills mentioned in the job description as well: communication,
collaboration, leadership, organization, etc. (These can also come from experience outside
school or work.)


